Divergent changes of flow through individual blood vessels upon localized heating.
The changes of microregional perfusion in a hamster cheek pouch membrane were investigated. The vessel network of the membrane was visualized by preparing a transparent chamber, which was heated with circulating water at 42 degree C. Blood perfusion was monitored by using a laser Doppler flowmeter (LDF), which was used either in a conventional way by positioning the probe stationary or in a novel way by constantly moving the probe over the surface of the chamber (scanning). When a segment of tissue was subjected to the LDF scanning, the profile of scanned LDF values was well correlated with the distribution of vessels. Therefore, this scanning technique was useful in localizing the probe in tissues with respect to vessels. Since the scanning can be repeated every other minute, this technique also offered continuous monitoring of tissue blood flow at multiple sites. Upon heating, different vessels individually responded to the first and second heatings followed by coolings, suggesting a heterogeneous heat response in the connective tissue of the hamster cheek pouch membrane. This scanning technique proved very useful in collecting information for the study of the heterogeneous nature of blood flow in normal and tumour tissues.